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Red Cross Drive Two Cars Collide Council Considers
Now Under Way In On Eddyville Road Sewage System In
Caldwell Resident
Caldwell County One
And Four Persons From Factory Addition

first quarter lead, and widened
that to 43-21 by half-time.
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Councilman Castleberry
Fund Campaign Is Now
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Has "Bosses Night"
Central Presbyterians
Centers: Hobby 14, Wilhelm 11.
William Milstead, N. Jeffersoq; Russell Hunt. tobacco specialist
industry has dwindled
"Bosses Night" was held Mon- (he college dining room. GarMrs. Charles Tandy, Green and from the University of Kentucky Hear Talk By Missionary
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ems are scared of dogs, Guards: Ladd II, Franklin 9, day by members of the Business
Extension service, meets with toYoung.
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strays that have been Salyers 8, Wheeler.
and Professional Woman's Club Murray students were modeled Majors Visit Hosiery
Mrs. W. E. Willis and Mrs. Her- bacco growers of the county at Presbyterian missionary on furFREDONIA (45)
'nd to scratch fur themat the Princeton Hotel with Mrs. for the visiting group.
Forwards: McNeeley 7, Burton
man Brown, Locust; Mrs. Cecil 7 p. m. Thursday, March 20, at lough from Mexico, will deliver
Besides Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Mill, Two Local Banks
see no reason why any
Desna Armstrong, s t ate chairVisits to Princeton Hosiery Dodge, Stone; M r s. Willard the courthouse, county agent R. an address at a Thursday nigM
ouldn't want the law, 3, Rice 2, Tosh 2, Phelps 1,
man of civil defense from Hen- Jones, those attending were Mary
Moore, W. Market; Mrs. Ira A. Mabry announced.
Center: Jones 21.
service of the Central Presbytern't think there is any
derson, presenting a talk on civil Canada, Joletta Beckner, Kath- Mill, First National Bank and
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Butler's high-flying Tigers won
Thelma Canada, Joyce Dartch, members of the Future Business Mrs. Sam Steger and Mrs. Curtis cussed thoroughly at this meet- Mexico, from 1947 until he came
darn good law, but irt
Thru" and "Without a Song," acColeman, Highland avenue.
Ivanell Donohoo, Donna Quer- Leaders of America Club.
ing," Mabry said. All tobacco home last year. This school has
enforced if, it is to be their spot in the Second Region compartied at the piano by
Mrs.
Mrs. Lloyd Northington and growers in the county are invited developed into a 600 pupil institermous and Betty Sue Jones,
The FBLA is a national organanything. Some means basketball tournament by down- Bernice Davis. Miss
Elizabeth
tution from its 20-pupil beginization, of which Butler H ig h Mrs. S. P. Davis, Shirt Factory to attend, Mabry said.
• provided to help those ing the Lyon County Lions 53-44 Gray, member of the local or- juniors.
addition; Mrs. James Linton,
ning in 1917.
School is a member.
tually don't have the Friday at Fredonia. The outcome ganization, told a series
of
jokes.
The missionary first went to
The Butler group was conduct- Cadiz; Mrs. Marvin Davis, Old Seventeen
pay for licenses and in- of the finals between Fredonia Program chairman was Miss Army Recruiting Group
4-H
Clubs
Mexico in 1919 where he began
ed on a tour of the Hosiery Mill Madisonville road; and Mrs. Jeff
to lose their dogs before and Butler is anticlimactic, be- Mary Wilson Eldred.
To Be Here March 20
Organized In Caldwell
a training school for ehristian
by C. W. Scott, office manager, Glass, Center.
lose their dogs before cause both squads, as Sixth DisVisitors at the meeting were
The house-to-house canvass
A recruiting group from the and later were shown the-OperaCaldwell county has 17 Four-H workers. In 1925 he returned to
lize the law has teeth, trict winner and runner-up, will
Dr. W. E. Willis, J. B. Lester, Owensboro
recruiting office will tion of bookkeeping systems, committee includes Mrs. Frank clubs and 550 members, R. A. the States where he served as
all would take it ser- compete in the Regional meet.
Princeton did not pull away Dean Piercy, Hillery Barnett, Bil- be In Princeton Thursday, March vaults and correct business meth- Webb, Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, Mabry, county agent, said in con- pastor and teacher until his rely Gresham, Rumsey Taylor, Sr., 20, to
Mrs. Clifton Carter and Mrs. J. J. junction with National 4-H week, appointment to mission work
interview prospective ap- ods at the two banks.
Mitchell: No, I don't from Lyon County until the third
Gordon Smith, Rumsey Taylor, plicants
Officers of the FBLA at But- Rosenthal.
observed March 1-9. The state as in 1947.
to the WAC and WAAF
I don't think much of quarter, although they held a Jr., John Ha
utcheson, Bob blur- women's Army
Mr. Wolfe, a graduate of Park
whole has 1,999 clubs and 66,organizations, ac- ler are president, Jackie Koltin. It seems to me that two point advantage at ha
lf
-t
ray,
C.
A.
im
Horn,
Russell
sell
e.
Goodak110members, a University of College. Parkville, Missoteri, is a
cording to Ray Newman, local re- sky: vice-president, Martha Sue New
going to have to vacci- The teams were knotted at 9 to 9 er, Dr.
Local Draft Board
B.
K.
Keeney,
Robert
Kentucky 4-H club Department native of Missouri. He also studiGresham; secretary, June Oates;
cruiting sergeant.
the red foxes too before at the end of the first period.
ed at McCormick Seminary and
Butler went into the final Chambers and Willis Traylor.
stated.
All young women 20 or over, and treasurer, Margie Hamby. Members Are Announced
get rid of the rabies
John Morgan, Robert Jacob, who are interested in joining one Club sponsors tyre 'Miss Marion
Clyde 0. Wood, Z. D. Orange
members
etomornbeuttneri. at Western Seminary. He holds a
cause foxes become rab- quarter with a 37-31 bulge. They
Alton Templeton, A. P. Day, A. of the women's Arany
and Maxwell Morgan are the new themselves and their
masters degree in education from
same as dogs. I really outscored the Lyon Countians 15
organize- Wells and Mrs. D. C. Miller.
L. Templeton, Kim Moe, Rev. Joe tions, are asked
draft board members for local ties by doing. Here are some of the University of Chicago.
ink there is too much to 13 in the last period and held
to contact SerCallender, George Harrelson, Hen- geant Newman or report to
Board No. 9. according to a re- the projects in which Caldwell
Before going to Mexico he
the 4 Caldwell Countians
/ the law being abused, an eight point margin. 52-44, at
ry Sevison, Richard Kolodey, courthouse recruiting
i !ease from Col. Solon F. Russell, county youths are participating! served as secretary-assistant to
the final whistle.
don't like it.
office on
State director of Selective SerHank Ortt, Butler forward. led Rube McKnight, Mrs. Charline Thursday, March 20, for an inter- Take Anti-Rabies Shots
Beef project 36, sewing 137, Dr. Cleland B. McAfee in t h e
houlders: Yes. I own
Mr. and Mrs. James Tabor and vice, through Luther D. Barnes, leadership 2, garden 34. poultry Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian
e really need something the winner's attack with 18 Hollowell, Mrs. Bessie Harmon, view, Newman said.
Mrs. Edith Hancock, Mrs. MarChurch in Brooklyn.
chaonynaMtu5soh
"A high school diploma is no son, Donnie, of the Fredonia local draft board clerk.
, ceoe
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kiinngg 45
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.
t sheep. If others had points, to take top scoring honors
garet Landes, Mrs. Bernice Davis, longer a requirement for
Wood is the local distributor two
girls,wood
trouble I have had, they for the night. Jimmie Franklin
enlist- community, and T. H. Rushing
Miss Oma Willoughby and Miss ment with the WAC or WAAF," takin
g,Nfo
and Jim Meridith,
of Mexice, are r Aetna Oil Products, Orange is working 1, forestry 4, cow and Fiscal Court To Meet
that something needs to and Robert Williamson followed
El
Bliss all.
Newman saki, "if the applicant
anti
anti-rabies
hi
treatments at a farmer in the White School see- calf 5, corn 9, pigs 32, farm labor
am not worried about Ortt in the scaring column with
can satisfactorily pass the GED the Caldwell County Health Unit tion and Morgan is a farmer from 8, sheep 5, dairy 23 and tobacco 15. Here Thursday, Night
•eing abused. I don't see 14 and 13 points respectively.
the Farmersville section,
The state 4-H camp at Dawson
' Butler
office. •
A special meeting of Fiscal
9 22 37 52 Skyway Drive-In Will
test, set up for that purpose."
er of That
One of the three members will Springs will be operated on a Court will be held Thursday
The Tabors had been drinking
9 20 31 44
-rid Phelps: I can be con- Lyon County
Reopen
On
March
27
BUTLER (52)
milk from a cow which developed he elected chairman of the board limited scale this summer. Funds night, March 13, to hear esti1711f4 BUMPER CROP
a sheep raiser. I think
The Skyway Drive-In Theatre,
Forwards: Williamson 13, Ortt
mattes on the cost of repairing the
bumper crop of 1,850 pounds an illness, diagnosed as rabies. at the first board meeting which setoillagaerse abneding
othreai
r
is all right. If you have
located on the Dawson Springs o tobacco was raised on an .8 Rushing and Meredith had treat- probably will be held Friday, cottages
\
sedinstatollatbiuonilsd. county court house, County Judge
I is valuable enough to 18.
,...__
road, which has been closed for of an acre plot by H. Cl. Smither, ed the cow, although they did March 14. State Director Col. The Dawson Springs site is plan. William Pickering said.
Center! Hobby 4.
will license and vacciRussell plans' ti attend the first ned for a permanent 4-H.camp.
The repairs will include acousGuards: Franklin 14, Salyer 1, the winter season, will open for of Star Route 6. The burley crop not drink any of the rnilk.
and thereby add te
the new season on Thursday, brought $854 after selling expenThe coming year's activities for tic plastering in an effort to obThe shots are being adminis- meeting arid help acquaint the
protection. This plan' Ladd 2.
March 27, it is announced,
sea were deducted, Mrs. Smither tered as a precautionary measure. new board with its job, Barnes Caldwell 4-H g r ou p s include a tam better sound proofing, Judge
. 3.yon County (441
carried out with no exsaid.
tractor maintenance school, jun- Pickering said.
The first week of operation, said.
Forwards: Jennings 10, Bell 8,
Lid as our auto licenses
Members of the previous board ior water management contest,
the first showing is scheduled for
\MT. and Mrs. Guy Overbey, of
Ramey 2.
7 p. m. The Drive-In is owned %illy and Mrs. John Atkins and Greenville, have been recent resigned January 31, and n eve the 'Tri-State larnb show, 4-H Iktrs. Arney Rawls and Mr.
Center: Hammond 7.
Guards: Sowash 8, Wadlington and operated by Dr. J. J. Rosen- children were 'recent visitors at guests di Mr. acid Mrs John members had not been appointed week, 4-H camp and a Baby Beef Mae Blades were in Evansville
Mrs. C. F. Ettgelhardt
..
Show.
shopring Saturday.
until now.
Metropolis, /111nois,
thal and B G. Moors.
vansville last moan% I. Darctih 3.
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ground may -be dressed so much
could
in atyle now that no one been

Kentucky Folklore

Do You Know?

The people of Easter lii
suspect that he had not
lonely South Pacific speck
brought up in the very best home.
their first airplane in 1961.
Clothes still may make the
OUSLISHID IIVIRV THURSDAY
PUIR.19His!..
Lower California is rich
AND
MUMS
super
•
take
it would
JOHN S HUTCHISON. JR.
you know, would have brought man, but
KY.. under the Act of
By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
whether one's mtnedils and some workings
decide
to
judge
Entered as second class matter at Princeton.
Pilgrim
down the wrath of the
By J. S. ft.
(Western State College)
had been hundstids of years old.
Congress of March 6 1879.
They, like taste for such clothes
$2.50; in State, $3; out-of-State.
More than 12 million Hi
earlier times Fathers themselves.
on
writers
Subscription prices: In County, Resolution
Some
down.
American
a
the
cents
3
of
handed
Journal
Respect,
up
The
s of
to keep
Remember the good old days—
$3.50. Cards of Thanks, $1.50.
and Moslems took part in one
that all pio- everybody else, had
think
us
cents
10
have
been
notices.
does
would
which
often
,
has
Reading
association
too,
word.
Language,
word. Unsolicited poems, 3 cents a
when a fellow who wouldn't work Medical
history's greatest population
suggest with Lizzie.
so much that nonot trifle with the truth, reports neers were alike; others
a line.
When I was a -boy at Fidelity, democratized
Associated Press was called a bum instead of "one, the following excerpts made by that no two resembled each other.
The
—
MUSS
ED
ASSOCIAT
pretend to know the changes following the pe •
could
MEMBER OF THE to the use of republication of all the local
body
made
effort
desperate
a
some- there was
India and Pakistan in 1947,
of the underprivileged"?
social workers in St. Louis, Mo., Both types of writers have
ancestral backgrounds. of
is entitled exclusively
well as all AP news dispatches.
not the to compel all people to approxi- user's
*
*
Inflation caused the arid,
*
news printed in this newspaper. asPRESS
exceptions — a
to their superiors covering cases thing on their side but
be
N
might
ASSOCIATIO
There
Those
KENTUCKY
NIENIIIER
ASSOCIATION
whole truth. If we are to judge mate a certain standard.
brought up brides to go sky high in VD
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL
Well! Well! She is the look-em - to which they were assigned:
regarded as person who bad been
by the things that some of us can who wanted to be
words Africa. It is now "frozen" at f
but
certain
neat
house
that
and
tradition
"Women
parked
the
in
the
in
acover-lady seated
remember, people have always somebody dressed and acted
speech, head of cattle, five goats and
to
worth
and
bare."
dignity
add
code
car on the square. Interesting to
equivalent of $2.80 in cash.
been both conservative and radi- cordingly to a very rigid
whether they are needed 07 not.
"Man has ulster of his stomach."
Watch if you don't let her -know
Some have been old fogies in and spent whatever money they
Michigan State's 1951 f
cal.
the
is
language
mencome
be
effective
to
job
no
battle
political
.styles. On Plain,
you are watching, too. First; she "Woman has
It appears that Kentucky is in for a hot
team was the first Spartan
every generation; some have been had to keep up with
best evidence in the world of a
tioned."
for
is
communilittle
?which
candidate
OUT
footwear,
of
the
a
fringe
as
the
the
at
attracted
announced
looks
who
has
young upstarts
summer. John Sherman Cooper
culture, whether it is squad to have an undefeated
"Couple breaking up home,
iment of all Me ty, and sometimes inside it, thoughtful
mtme
States Senate. And, not unusual; then her glance shifts
m
ttinfaveoraobf
o
or brand-new. Keeping up untied season since 1913.
the Republican nomination for the United,
helping."
old
of
friends
slightly
to
she
as
seemed
who
head,
others
were
to
there
foot
from
their
most likely, he will
should he be his party's nominee, which is
face of convention. with Lizzie in language implies
inverts her head. S he doesn't "These people are extremely
We talk about the Pilgrim fly in the
lanTom Underwood.
be
should
Something
cultured.
walking,
of
way
the
for the others hor- now a making of accurate
thing;
becarne
They
a
oppose an equally popular Democratic incumbent,
miss
Fathers as if they were prim
y of choosing
and natur
opportunit
condition."
effwiless
the
their
given
about
sound
are
done
guage
hair
voters
be
her
to
of
the
not
that
coat,
of
the
often
what
of
not
style
examples
rible
the
It is
hypocritical sineffort
-Man has diabbetes and is in- saints or even
yet, after years of al. Don't forget that when
make-up; the tilt of the hat
between two such outstanding and qualified men.
ners. If one of them were to come and do. And
which con- or
manner
committee
of
ease
day."
the
a
twice
of
obvious,
sulated
member
then
still
a
is
was
and
old;
cusor
Underwood
new
folk
and
Tom
and whether
study of language
the
M. Boyle, Guy
He visiting in our homes, I fear that
I know now that they in has not yet developed; and
a long, patient wait so she can "Man hit by automobile.
ducted the investigation of the activities of William
we would have to reverse our toms,
searching
and
critical
English."
very
broken
This
speaks
others.
another
from
and
following user may be trying, ineffectively,
were
another look
have
queerness
their
George Gabrielson
In
in
general.
Pilgrims
notions of
suspensions and
quite as rigidly standards of an to cover up folk traces that he
angle as she emerges from the "The daughter, Mary, is active
hearing resulted in a number of resignations and
or of pretending store. Later, a curled lip, and a mentally and otherwise. She has some ways they were grim and
time. Evidently it was just feels are not classy enough.
earlier
had a very salutory effect upon influence peddling
believthey
become a common oc- catty remark to conclude the advanced herself, but not at prim and stiff. What
to exercise influence, which apparently had
believed, and they were as serious a matter to them to
they
ed
home."
act —(The Glasgow Times).
they did—the ones
currence in government circles.
ready, with gun ot sword if need talk and act as
for his
Bordeaux is the fourth in size
John Sherman Cooper is known throughout Kentucky
most ordinary who were perfectly honest about and the third most important port
their
defend
to
be,
served
he
When
convictions
his
betstraightforwardness and honesty of
to
the
so-called
was
it
it—as
opinions. And they seem to have
strictly to party
to follow their later in France.
in the Senate previously. His refusal not to cleave
been brave, or dare devil, at least. ter class
of Kentucky
lines but to vote for the best interests of the people
folkways.
more
up-to-date
and
But if a mere man were to come
though it
made him exceedingly popular with independent voters,
kept up
they
that
Lizzie
The
sissily
as
dressed
homes
our
into
set him at odds with some old-line Republican paa-ty members.
as they were in real life, we with was just a slightly different
a
Republicans are elected in Kentucky only with support of
would burst out laughing. Not sort of Lizzie from the one we
is willing
big independent vote. The fact that John Sherman Cooper
Select The
even at a dress-up ball today followed. ft always comes as a
to oppose such a well qualified man as Tom Underwood indicates
would you find such finery and surprise to my students in the
HOME
that he believes he will bid fair for much of it.
such ostentation as these grave history of the English language
—(The Kentucky Standard)
DICK OBERLIN
Your Dreams
that
their
to
s
that
find
Of
expression
people
such
If
wore.
old fellows
VV HAS
We'll Help You
so clownishly dressed had come parents warned them against had
into our tittle old schoolhouse at been perfectly appropriate in the
FINANCE ff!
NEWS DIRECTOR
Fidelity, there would have been days of their grandparents and
earlier.
a temptation to throw some mud,
es- sure-enough mud, at the stiff,
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN
Democracy as it has developed
As the owner of o n e small necessity of more legislation,
committeemen in
PMA
the
of
conference
legisal
state
controversi
recent
such
pecially
At the
par- has given a much wider range to
people,
nd-ironed
starched-a
that—
Henrietta Hotel Bldg
at
one,
homely
was
mongrel—a
clear
and perfectly
Phone 3225
lation?
Lexington, a resolution which was short
ticularly if they were teen-agers. folkways than aristocracy did.
I want to add my protest to that
says:
.0.."•••••••
resolution
adopted. This
Anyone who owns a dog should Not to have been dressed thus, as The person with the poorest backpro-rata share of thousands of other dog owners
"That all old farm burley allotments take their
annual
acre and less against the "dog bill" now in be happy to pay a modest
0.5
of
allotments
burley
that
except
of any reductions,
licensing fee. That's as much for
Legislature.
State
the
..1.1•$.
not be further reduced."
the dog's protection in event he
and many were
There has been a whole lot
There were some 400 committeemen present,
control
is
it
as
lost,
or
injured
is
However, those who more emotion than reason exerfrom counties where the allotments are small.
will eventually cised by both sides of this highly measure.
study the situation know that the minimum base
And certainly every beast
to hold controversial legislation. Anyone
managed
has
program
threaten the entire program. This
it is not fair to who wants to get emotional about should be vaccinated against rathe price of tobacco at a satisfactory level, but
bies. A dog owner who fails to
minimum while it can stop reading right here.
provide a one-acre or even a nine-tenths of an acre
his dog vaccinated probably
This is no emotional appeal. It have
asking for large reductions from the other acreage.
support for is an appeal to reason. We'll start isn't fit to own the love and afDespite this fact, it has been difficult to obtain
found by conceding that Kentucky has fection dogs lavish on us, anyhow.
legislation to correct the situation, as Sen. Virgil M. Chapman
Kentucky needs a dog licensing,
of the a problem with stray animals, and
in submitting an amendment along the lines of the resolution
that there really does seem to be an vaccinating and control law. It
provided
have
would
t
amendmen
His
men.
committee
PMA
year in increase in the number of rabies most emphatically has no need
there could not be a reduction over 10 per cent in any one
for such vicious legislation as
would cases that is reported.
base
minimum
the
that
and
acre
one
than
less
of
allotments
that already passed by the House
acre.
an
of
be five-tenths
Is this any reason for giving a and now before the Senate.
nineaA
base
minimum
the
left
branch
tobacco
The PMA
license for the wholesale slaughtenths of an acre last year and should do so again, although this ter of dogs? Undoubtedly some
Departthe
of
Solicitor
the
of
ruling
the
over
agency is concerned
animals running either singly or
in
ment of Agriculture to•the effect that the statutory minimum of in packs a r e guilty of' killing
one acre is required.
farm animals. Yet, is this any
perpetuathe
of
light
the
in
This matter should be considered
reason to allow anyone to fire
tion of the tobacco program and its value to those who are real away at any and all dogs running
Hopkinsville
y
particularl
land
have
and
farmers, who know how to raise tobacco,
free?
Herald)
Lexington
—(The
fitted for that crop.
shop
For every sheep killer there are
dozens, yes, hundreds, of good
watch dogs that protect home and
fireside, and who keep a watchful eye on toddlers. Unfortunatethey
incorporated
If somebody hasn't already trotted out Senator George Graham ly, dogs can't tell us when
very
Vest's tribute to the dog, then somebody soon will do so. This is keep our youngsters, the
in wells
inevitable in all controversies involving what the Senator called little ones, from falling
"the one unselfish friend that man can have in this selfish world." or walking onto busy highways.
for
It may be that there is not
The hot argument over the dog bill pending at Frankfort concerns
itself largely about the "massacre" of dogs which the measure enough law on the books now to
would allegedly invite. Vest's eulogy might be considered appro- protect farmers and farm animals
priate because he delivered it before a jury in behalf of a client from marauding clops.
women's wear
suing another man for killing the client's dog.
It is almost impossible to conBut what about this anticipated canine massacre in Kentucky, ceive any judge or jury in Kenanyway? The law as it already exists seems to authorize something tucky, though, either fining a
"lovely and intimate"
of the kind. It says that "any person may, without incurring any farmer who shot a dog who, it
liability, kill any dog:" (1) that is mad, (2) or is seen "pursuing, could be proved, was molesting
exclusively yours
worrying or wounding" livestock, (3) or is seen attacking a human his livestock, or even finding him
and
unlicensed
premises,
the
person's
upon
ventures
being, (4) or
guilty of any offense for defendunaccompanied by its owner, (5) or is found off its owner's prerni- ing his property.
and
sunrise.
sunset
between
ses,.unaccompanied by him, any time
This being the case, what's the
These provisions are broad. No demand is made for a diagnosis
four
the
And
of a dog before killing it on grounds of madness.
other exemptions give a potential dog killer lots of leeway. Yet
there has been no wholesale slaughter of dogs in Kentucky. It is not in
the nature of most people to go around killing dogs We doubt
MARCH 17
U it is in the nature of most peace officers, either. The present law
OH
eyen provides for a kind of bounty on dogs. An official fee of 81
is fixed for destroying a dog after it has been impounded for 10
days and has not been claimed by anyone.
The pending bill may be too drastic. Yet, by the standards of
the law it would replace, there is nothing inhumane in recognizing
that dogs can be nuisances, menaces and stayers of valuable livestock, including notably sheep.
One purpose is the abatement of rabies in the state. Even
those people who don't believe there is such a thing as rabies should
, be willing to allow those of us who do to take steps in behalf of
our peace of mind. The other principal purpose is to protect the
property of a farmer raising sheep better than it is protected now
from marauding dogs. Sheep raising is valuable to the Kentucky
agricultural economy and could be made more valuable. The massacre of sheep in the field has justified the massacre of many a
guilty dog.
In view of everything, it strikes us that the people engaged
in the current debate ought to be able to get together and agree
upon a new dog law offering reasonable satisfaction to all interests
—(The Louisville Times)
affected.
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4- H Club's Rate
A report of the 9-H Club Department of the University of
Kentucky, issued in conjunction with National 4-H Week, March
1.9, shows on enrollment the past year of 66,110 boys and girls in
1,999 clubs. Every county in the state had 4-H Club work.
Assisting county farm and home agents and field agents of
the University in teaching this huge enrollment were 8,681 local
volunteer leaders.
Projects of 4-H Club work totaled 97,181. These included all
kinds of crops, livestock, dairying, poultry keeping, housekeeping,
cooking, canning, making clothing, room improvement and gardening. The 4-H'ers learned by actually doing the work. At the same
time they were learning, most of them made some money from
their products.
Beef cattle fattened by 4-H Club members and exhibited and
sold at the state show at Louisville, a tri-state show at Evansville,
Ind., eight distrfet shows and several county shows brought a total
of $628,117. In addition, many club members established breeding
herds. There were seven district dairy cattle shows, where 851
animals were exhibited.
Tobacco growing 4-Hers numbered 4,809, their total acreage
approximately 2,500, their average yield almost 1,800 pounds an
acre, and their total income about $2,500,000
Girls making clothing numbered 25,768; those doing canning,
6,183, and girls learning more about food preparation, 9,505.
Fifty-nine county teams judged livestock at the State Fair,
and one team won an international contest in Scotland. Twentynine delegates went to the National 4-H Congress and five went to
Europe in the Farm Youth Exchange program.

• Effective March 17, the charge for
local calls from public telephones in Kentucky will be 10 cents. However, it will
take approximately a week for all coin
telephones to be converted to 10-cent
Operation.
Under the new arrangement, the user
will deposit one dime or two nickels.
This revision of the local call rate for
public telephones is necessary because of
the higher costs of providing telephone
service.
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THE GARDEN 1
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of-Agriculture and
Home Economics
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ENGLISH PEAS AND
PARSNIPS
PEAS—Although the February
pea planters no doubt have started their Alaskas and Radios, the
time has come (and lasting until
about April 10) for planting some
wrinkle-seeded sorts, the green
and sweet-flavored kinds that
freeze well and can well. Alaskas
are too starchy to make a fine
product either way, but they are
early. Radio is only slightly better, but as it is a rapid grower,
it can make its crop before the
hot weather of May starts, if
planted in late March. The Wrinkle-seeded sorts are a bit more
delicate, and should go in only
after actual soil freezing is past.
Varieties are laixton or any
derivative) and Wando.

"I want a pond liege enough
that it can be used for fish production, as well as for livestock
water", Mr. Paris said as he, his
brother, Ralph, and the SOS technician located the pond site and
decided how the pond was to be
built.
Mrs. Paris said she would help
catch the fish.
DITCHING DYNAMITE
J. R. Akers, of the Dulaney
community, constructed a drain-

age ditch on Ma farm by wing
ditching dynamite, this month.
Ditching dynamite is especially
prepared for ditching. It can be
used where it is impossible to
use earth moving equipment,
when the ground is too wet. Dynamite can be used most effectively for ditching when the
ground is wet.

All peas must make their crop
before May's hot weather comes,
and to help them do it, the soil
should be fertile, high in phosphorus, as in the general fertilizing schemes outlined here sevBy R. A. X4abry
eral weeks ago. Also, in new
Reasons for keeping livestock
--CALL-gardens they profit from inoculatout of woodlands acre set out by
ing the seed, using the specific •
W. J. Mitchell, University of Ken,
inoculant meant for both peas and
The value of soil tests is as tucky forester it Campbellsville.
beans. (In pulling up old pea much in finding out what materLivestock tramp the soil and
vines, the nodules can be seen.) ials are not needed as in finding make it so hard that neither trees
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
Another way to hurry up peas is out what plant foods are deficient. nor grass grow well, he said. Soil
to plant the seed sparsely, one
We Pay All Phone Charges - - As an example, tests from Carl tramped by animals can't absorb
pound to 100 feet of row. Crowd- Vinson's
farm, Fredonia, show as much water as soil left in its
ing
peas
slows
them
up
and
reWe Meet All Competition
that no additional lime is needed natural state. Tests show that
duces the yield.
but that the soil is very low in the upper four inches of undisThere are two pests, plant lice phosphate and low in potash. tubed forest soil will absorb watand mildew; t he latter really Tests from R. L. McGregor's farm er at the rate of eight inches an
may be only scalding by hot show about the same results. hour, according to Mitchell, while
weather. For light infestations of These tests will prevent these soil tramped by livestock will
lice (or when used at the very farmers from wasting money and take up less than three inches.
start), /
3
4 per cent rotenone dust labor applying lime where it
One test showed that bare soil
may be used, but much more isn't needed. The money that among young oak trees lost nearly
sure is Black LeW 40 or home- might have been used for lime, a third of the rainfall in the runmade tobacco tea. For the few without a test, can now be put off, he said, and a cultivated field
misguided potato beetles and into needed phosphorus and pot- with a 14 per cent slope lost 88
sometimes cabbage worms that ash.
per cent of the rainfall and a
may come, dusting with 5 per
Tests from tobacco fields on large amount of soil.
cent DDT or 5 per cent Methoxy- Charlie Martin and Sons'
Land mulched with two inches
farm
chlor is effective.
show that the potash supply is of hardwood litter had a run-off
PARSNIPS—Here is a vegetable plentiful for all crops except for of about 8 per cent of the rainfall.
often overlooked, despite that it tobacco which would need addi- Where there were no trees but
is highly nutritious and may be tional sulfate of potash. However, two inches of pine needles and
had fresh any day in the winter, the soil is low in phosphate and litter, the run-off was about 9
stored in the row in which it needs additional lime for all crops per cent.
I`
grew. There is no special trick except tobacco.
Mitchell said tests showed that
growing it. Merely start it by
Soil tests enable farmers to use almost a fourth more of the rainApril 1; as it takes all summer lime, phosphate, and potash fer- fall could be retained in soil and
to mature. Parsnip rows should tilizers where they will do the litter of woodlands in good conbe to either edge of the garden, most good in proportion to needs. dition. Holding back this much
to interfere not at all with plowadditional water saves soil and
ing.
reduces flood dangers.
ARTIFICIAL BREEDING
skirting
Running livestock in woodlands
One ounce of seed sows 100
New members in the local arprobably destroys as many valuafeet, and to help it up, a half- tificial breeding
association inble young trees as fire, insects,
ounce of any early radish seed clude Durwood
Mitchell, Billy
ANITA LOUISE • RUSTY TAMIILYN
disease, ice and wind combined,
should be mixed with it. The pars- McKinney,
Blue Springs, and
Added Treats!
the forester declared. Expensive
nip variety is Hollow Crown,
Turner and Conyer, Marion.
as it is, he said fencing would pay CANDID MICROPHONE
There are no pests beyond
A total of 143 cows were bred in holding water
and soil and in
sometimes one or another of the
general feeders that are easily artificially in January and Feb- allowing timber to grow.
ruary through the services of the
controlled with DDT dust, or
-County Artificial Breeding
with spray made of 50 per cent Tr
The Strange Story Behind History's Last
Association.
DDT and water.
Dairymen wishing to join the
Tr -County Artificial Breeding
It's beautiful beyond words and it's distinctive beyond question!
Swans on England's Thames Association should call 2373 beRiver are given frequent sham- tween 7:00.a. m. and 9:00
m.
poos to clean their feathers of
It's clean-lined in design and free from gas-wasting excess bulk!
In a recent summary made by
oil and bilge waste from ships.
the Bureau of Dairy Industry,
bulls used by the Kentucky ArtiIt's one of eleven exciting '52 Studebakers!
Tree rings have provided a ficial Breeding Association, havBy Oliver C. Allcock
calendar of weather and human ing at least five daughters with
(Soil Conservation Service)
Get yours now...they're selling fast!
life in Southwestern United reported records, showed daughLawrence Hall, Butler High
States going back nearly 2,000 ter averages slightly higher for School pupil, was the winner in
years.
their respective breed than the the public speaking contest of the
averages of sires used artificially Butler Chapter of Future Farmers of America this week. His
The weather on earth is affect- throughout the United States.
It should be encouraging to the subject was: Soil Conservation
ed by "sunspots", which have
Phone 2053
been described as great storms on cooperators in this rapidly grow- Now or Never.
Lawrence will represent the
ing dairy program to be reasonthe surface of the sun.
ably certain that their "artifi- Butler Chapter at Dawson
cial" heifers are potentially bet- Springs in the District FFA Conter than the average Kentucky test next month, James Maddox,
cow. However, artificial breeding sponsor of the Butler chapter,
is not a dairy Utopia and it will said.
Winfred Mitchell and Dickey
take improved management and
feeding, in addition to better Webb also entered the local chapbreeding, to make the maximum ter speaking contest. Winfred
discussed: How Can Boys Studyprofit from this inheritance.
c s rnedaofbe
ing Agriculture Enter Fanning.
etr,"
Homemakers in Union county Dickey discussed: Why I Want To
hc
p
s s
have as their goal the setting out Be A Farmer.
lected
of at least one dogwood tree by PONDS ARE STOCKED
is
4ead
Gordon Brown, state conservaevery member.
u"2°°
tion officer, Division of Game and
•
A
W
W
ee
e:
Fish, delivered fish to Caldwell
stn"
El°aen
1 r.i
AidN
sertniakehe
escIs:4.4414.irciard7ia
county landowners to stock twenshe
stirnanifeerawneit
ty four new ponds this week. The
tf:tifil
!,whotn°
fish were bluegills.
The bass are to be delivered in
about six weeks, Mr. Brown said.
The bass-bluegill fish combination is recommended for the average-'size farm pond.
Requests for fish for stocking
ponds should be given to Mr.
You spend a lot of time ironing—enjoy it'
Brown or they may be left at
— Iron in ony room you like
i
t
local soil conservation disElectric clothes dryer—the great—it's easy to move, simple
t et headquarters.
est work and step-saver ever inventeds
o operate, does a comTILDS NEW POND
No back-breaking loads to carry ...
Noble Paris, of the Enon complete ironing job—even
clothes come out soft and fluffy. No
munity, completed the construcshirts and dresses. $4 down,
sharp wrinkles. U.L.Apprvd. $199.95
tion of a nine-tenths acre pond
$37.50
$5 mo
on his farm this month.

OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
Iso Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge

NTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Forester Suggests
Care Of Woodlands

NOW
SHOWING

THE FIGHTINIST WORDS
in the Whole Fightin' History
of the U. S. Marines!

FRANK LOVEJOY • RICHARD CARLSON

Butler Senior Is
Winner Of The FFA
Speech Contest

Stand!

'Modern
Marria0e

Greatest Adventure 200 Women Ever Lived!

Added Enjoyment!
WALT DISNEY CARTOON — PARAMOUNT NEWS

People ask why, I like my Tappan Range?
I like the Life Time Guarantee on parts that are most used.
The service Tappan Range dealer gives. I like the quick
cooking, no fuss, no bother waiting for heat. They are easy
cleaned and easy to keep clean.
I have been using my range for nearly a year and personally
I would not take twice the price of my range and do without
a Tappan.

t595
FLUORESCENT
SCREW IT IN LIKE V
A LIGHT BULB!
9 CU. FT.—FULL-WIDTH FREEZER
Sorel-shelf In door . . freezer chest
holds 41.2 lbs. frozen foods .. humider•
ator has 3-way adjustment, chiller drawer,
full-width crisper. U. L. approved $244.75
Special, 7 cu. ff. refrigerator. Was
Now $1114.75
$20475

Install In 60 seconds, 22watt circline fluorescent—gives
3 times the light of incandescent% but uses no more current.
Ea
$5.95

Full 9-lb. capacity tub for big
family-size washes.Automatic timer
...standard wringer with balloon
rolls, witty feed rest, push-pull
release. Automatic drain pump.
109.95
U. L. apprvd

HE'S ALL MAN...
in the ring
or
.k.
o
anywhere!

len CHANDLER • Evelyn KEYES •Ste* NALLY•Vet=

PLUS! DAFFY DUCK CARTOON —

MUSICAL NOVELTY

THE PRINCETON

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Mr. and Mrs. McElroy
Entertain Bridge Club

Engagement Announced
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Lester, of
Trigg county, and former residents of this city, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Bonnie R os e Lester, to Second
Lieutenant Thomas Fitzpatrick,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Fitzpatrick, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The marriage will take place
in April at Camp Breckinridge.
Miss Lester is a niece of Mrs. W.
H. McElroy, Jr., and Mr. J. D.
Lester, both of this city.

Engagement Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Albert
Miles, of Plant City, Florida, have
announced the engagement of
their daughter. Miss ilia Marian
Miles, to Kenneth David Morgan,
of Orlando, Florida, son of Mrs.
John William Morgan and the
late MT. Morgan, of Princeton.
Miss Miles was born and reared
in Plant City and attended Plant
City Schools. She was graduated
from Southern Jailor College,
Collegedale, Tenn., and from
Loma Linda School of Nursing,
Loma Linda, Calif. She received
her BS degree in nursing education from Washington Missionary
College, Washington, D. C. For
two years she was on the teach-

ing staff of the Florida Sanitarium and Hospital, Orlando, and
presently is supervisor of the
outpatient department there.
Mr. Morgan attended Butler
High School, at Princeton, and
Murray State College, at Murray.
He was graduated from United
States Maritime Radio School, in
Boston, Mass., and during World
War II was an instructor at Lafayette School, in Lexington, and
served as radio officer aboard
war cargo ships. He is now a
member of the engineering staff
uS WLOF, in Orlando.
Plans will be made for a late
April wedding.

Mrs. Joseph Loftus
Entertains Bridge Club
Mrs. Joseph Loftus was hostess
to her bridge club Friday, March
7, at her home on Eagle street.
Prizes were awarded Mesdames
J. W. Walker, Gordon Lisariby
and Cooper Crider.
A plate lunch was served to
Mesdames Willard Moore, James
W. Walker, E. L. Williamson,
Cooper Crider, Jack Crider, Maurice Humprey, Bill Childress,
Maide Jenkins, Gordon Lisanby,
Hewlett Morgan, Billy McCaslin,
and Miss Mary Loftus.

Charles Rowland Given
Party On 91st Birthday

Mr. and Mrs. Billy McElroy
were host and hostess at a
bridge party last week at 'their
home on North Jefferson street.
Preceding the bridge game, the
group had dinner at the Princeton
Golf and Country Club.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Morgan, Capt. and Mrs.
Harry Joiner, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
W.. G. McConnell, Mr. and Mrs.
James Shrewsbury, Mr. and MTh.
James Landes, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Randolph, Mr. and Mrs. Rumtey
Taylor, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Billie Giannini.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Ralph Randolph and Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Giannini.

Charles Rowland V as honored
on his 91st birthday, Saturday,
March 8 with a potluck dinner
given annually by a group of
friends and relatives at his home
on Marion road.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Otho Towery, Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Jones, Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt
Hayes, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Lisman,
Miss Mary Craig, Miss Maggie
Dunbar, MT. and Mrs. Frank
Craig, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Scar- Group One Of Christian
berry, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac GresWomen's Group Meets
ham, Mrs. Bessie Hannon, HowMrs. Herman Banister and
ard Stone, all of Princeton, and
Mrs. Gus Lacy were co-hostesses
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Smothers, of
to Group Number 1 of the ChrisMadisonville. '
tian Women's Fellowship Wednesday, March 5.
Meeting Of Piper's
The meeting was opened with
Club Held At Church
The Lord's Prayer given in UniThe regular meeting of the son and the devotion was given
Piper's Club, of the Ogden Mem- by Mrs. A. L. Templeton. The
orial Methodist Church, met business session was conducted by
Monday night, March 3, in the Mrs. G. J. Lewis.
Mrs. George Stephens who had
church parlor.
The devotion was read and the charge of the program, gave a
social hour was conducted by map talk on Paraguay. "Spotlighting America", was given by
Mrs. J. F. Callender.
Refreshments were served by Mrs. Walter Rogers and Mrs. Clifthe hostesses, Mrs. J. F. Callen- ton Carter told of our school, Colder, Mrs. Davis and Miss Virgie egio Internacinal.
Mrs. George Davis told about
Barnett, to 20 members and
"Coronet Oviedo". Mrs. Carl
three visitors.
Beesley continued the Bible Study from the New Testament "Relation of Church and State."
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses to fifteen members.

AND

THIS WEEK

our
For the pest two months we have been busy moving and renewing
carpet department. It Ls now on the second floor—occupies more Rim*
STOCK. In
—has much more display equipment—AND LOTS MORE
fact we are happy to announce that we have one of the largest carpet
departments anywhere near this locality . . . stocked with new and
beautiful carpets and rugs ... equipped to show you COMPLETE Unes
—not only of one manufacturer—but of three of the countries leading
carpet makers. During this "opening celebraUon" we vrill have special
prices on many twistweave and axminister carpets—there wUl also be
factory representatives on hand at least part of the time. We are doing
everything we can to create and maintain the finest rug department in
Western Kentucky. We feel we have everything now but you—oo come
In during this celebration and make the restoration complete.

NEXT

1

COMPLETE LINES
BIGELOW - SANFORD
JAMES LEES & SONS
ALEXANDER SMITH
AND SONS

In accordance with the rules of the Republican State Central
Committee a Mass Convention of Republican voters of Caldwell
County is hereby called to meet at the Court House in Princeton, Ky.

for the purpose of electing precinct Committeemen and Women
each precinct in the county for the ensuing four years.
CLYDE SPICKARD, County Chairman
PAUL ROWLAND, Secretary

lot
.....
lot

14 scres

14 acres
CIeStUS A.., 1 lot
L.
AMr. and
acres
lueN:6:1101s
Mrs..r 1;es
15 a
'petro

cres
., 12
,se
, ant
1e
,j°
ilber
&me, 4 acres • •
and Heirs, 165
4aclites
8
,
, W B. Eat., 86 acr

TOMORROW! 9:30 A.M.! HURRY! SAVE!
A..t:FIRST

QUALITY!

Ltader Congratulates
%-iMr. and Mrs. Urey Lyman
Morse, Route 1, on the birth of a
daughter, Bonnie Morse, February 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Creekmur,
Murray, on the birth of a daughter, Diane Grace, born March 10,
at the Murray Hospital. Mr. and
Mrs. Herschel Creekmur are the
paternal grandparents and John
Mayes is the maternal grandfather

ctti Real Estate

2 BIG DAYS

FRIDAY and SATURDAY!

Gorge, 48 &CNN • •
Viola, 22 acres
'ifardin, 47 acres
' Textile, 1 acre .
Ruth, 1 lot ..
Wilford, 1 lot
, Tbut 200 acres
I C..* acres
Mary C., 1 lot
, Mary E., 120 ac
2. C, 100 acres
, Mbmie, 44 acres .
Wallace, 55 acres
Bale, 230 acres
Eugene, 1 lot, 1
City
E J., 1 lot
Candy
Bob, 1 lot
CD, 15 acres .
Kt Oscar, 110 acres
Aubrey, 62 ac
It G, 38 acres
City (Col.)
, Martha, Est., 1 lot .
, Wm., 1 lot
Tilden, 1 lot
, Bertha, 1 lot
Clarence, 6 lots
Charlie. 1 lot
, Mark, 1 lot, 18
Homer, 1 lot .
llotitio, 1 lot ...
Jeanie, Est., 1
KLui, 1 lot
George, 1 lot
C W, 1 tot

Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
of Linwood Farm, had as their
dinner guests Tuesday of last
week Mr. and Mrs. J. Charles
Humphries, of Cadiz; Sgt a n d
Mrs. Morris C. Johnson, of Hopkinsville, and Mr. and Mrs. R. T.
Humphries and Miss Becky Hum,phries, of Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Piercy were
the weekend guests of Robert B.
Piercy, of Paducah.

If you've been putting
off buying a new suit!

Colors at your feet.. vibrant, brilliant
colors ..the prettiest way of all
to salute Spring. Of smooth, wonderfully
supple leathers in styles as bright
and young as you are. .Connie
Lo-Heelers are priced as sweet
and low as the shoes themselves.
• Gabardines
•Sharkskins
• New Shades
• New Patterns
Buy Now and SaveI
Use Our Lay-Away
Plan.

, March J3,152
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4.70
9.40

Wood, Sallie, Vitt., 1 lot
Wood, Vivian, 1 lot

Sheriff's Sale
or Delinquent Taxes

Princeton, County (Col.)
Crow, Hobert, 1 lot
Dooley, Alvin R., 1 lot .4
Moore, R. D. & wife, 20 acres
Turner, Ora Belle, 10 acres
of
Sheriff
Caldwell
County,
Lewis,
Kentucky, will, Willoughby, Walter, Jr., 18 acres
Glover J.
• ay, March 24, 1952, same being the fourth Monday, at the
House door in Princeton, Kentucky, between the hours of Fredonia City (Col.)
in. and 400 p. m., sell real estate and property of the 801- Wilson, Don C., 1 rot
bet for taxes for the year 1951. Those paying on or before Princeton, City, Personal Property
Campbell, James
ve-mentioned date will be removed from this list.
Glover J. Lewis,
McGehee, James Richard
Sheriff of Caldwell County.
Neel, J. E.
Ray, Gene Dale
Owners
Estate
Beal
City
Roberts, Clyde .
$11.16 Starnes, Vernon C.
Dorothy, 1 lot
29.24 Stroube, John
HA.. I lot
39.17
A. W., 1 lot, 59 acres
1.76 Princeton, County Property
r, Phyllis, 1 lot
1.18 Lovell, Jewell
e, Henry, 1 lot
11.75 Marlow, Owen
1 lot
1.13 Morse, Urey
& Dollar, 19 acres
Todd.ESt.ltOt
23.50 Thomas, Jerome
2 acres
/
gor, I,ouard, 21
13.25
Donaldson No. 1
2 acres
/
28.00
ley, Floyd. 11
Morse, Dimple C.
lot
1
Est.
45
83
, Melvin,
Sherell, Taylor
Bucksnort
ton, County
3.38 Ausenbaugh, A. E.
Eugene, 14 acres
97.31 McIntosh, Felix V.
leatus A., 1 lot
2.35 Fredonia City
, Owen, 1 lot
22.50 Holloman, Lacy
1, Mr. and Mrs. L. M.,
13.63 Fredonia County
, Arbie G., 10 acres
2.93 Holt, Loyd
Petro. Corp., 1315 acres
21.15
sive
, Joe, 6 acres
Princeton City (Col.)
No. 2
$ .57 Groom, Wm.
ler, Lucy, Est., 12 acres
inson,.Gilbert, 48151 acres
34.55 Princeton, City, Polls
Bodenhammer, Dorrell
No.1
Crayne, Carlton
acres
4
2.25
Elmer,
$
,
Granstaff, Jaok
185
Heirs,
acres
11.02
ill and
Howton, John
acres
100
18.69 Ramey, 011ie B.
, Wm. G.,
...
8.10 Thompson, J. Howard
ry, W. B., Est., 86 acres

SAVE!

AY!

George, 48 acres
, Viola, 22 acres
ins, Hardin, 47 acres
• , Textile, I acre •
am, Ruth, 1 lot
Wilford, 1 lot
ay, Tina, 290 acres
B. C. 80 acres
, Mary C., 1 lot
r, Mary E., 120 acres
, J. C., 100 acres
, Minnie, 44 acres
Wallace, 55 acres
ellie, 230 acres
, Eugene,.1 lot, 159 acres

PRINCETON, ICENTUCKY

$ 9.43
12.38
40.47
16.44
10.13
12.50
74.78
15.75
12.38
11.25
5.83
6.75
14.75
37.13
42.70

Caldwell county homemakers
59
ay be justly proud of their
.45 awns and plantings this summer
11.65 f thay carry out present plans.
9.00 fter hearing Miss Wilma Van3.38 leer, their home vent with the
niversity of Kentucky, tell of
$ 611 rasa mixtures to sow, kinds of
rees and foundation or base
6.30 hintings to select, and other val14.70
25.20
35.84
9.10
4.99
38.50
$

,City (Col.)
Martha. Est., 1 lot
y, Wm , 1 lot
, Tilden, 1 lot
, Bertha, 1 lot
Clarence, 6 lots
Charlie, 1 lot
y, Mark, 1 lot, 18 acres
Homer. 1 lot
, Horagio, I lot
ield, Jen.nie, Est., 1 lot
,Silas, I lot
George, I lot
C W 1 lot

3.88
7.05
5.29
18.80
8.79
4.11
5.88
9.38
5.88
5.88
.59
1.18
9.4

xpert Wheel Balancing
And Alignment.
cliacife Maio4 Sales

March 15th Headache?

.62,44,-,ELtga

Application for workers will be taken FRIDAY
and SATURDAY, MARCH 14-15 from 9 A. M. to
5 P. M. at the Princeton Hotel by representatives
from the Paducah Labor Local 1214.

$ 8.84
15.85
828.58
8.95

Station to be set up at Princeton and work to
be done between Kentucky Dam and Hopkinsyule.

8.20
$ 4.28

You don't, and we don't. But some do! They gain extra
benefits from tax money-a privilege denied most of us.
Consider the companies that use the highways to
earn profits. Your taxes and ours help keep them in
business. They couldn't function without thc roads
we all pay for.

$ 7.70
$ 3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

Other companies earn their profits in the air and on
the waterways. They enjoy our taxes, and yours, in
subsidies of one kind or another.
True, most of these companies also pay taxes. But
their taxes don't help you or us-not as the taxes all of
us pay help them. No air! Most of us have to dig into
our own pockets for everything it takes to do business.

SCHOOL REGISTRATION
Parents are requested to fill out the coupon
below if they have children who will become 6
years of age, on or before September 30, 1952.
Correct information is very necessary.

$ 3.50
3.50
350
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

Don't misunderstand. We believe in paying our fair
share of taxes. Nor do we object to competitionfrom buses, motor trucks, airplanes or barge lines.
Competition is the constant spur that drives us all to
better our products and services.

CHILD'S FULL NAME _

But competition spurs no progress when some travel under their own power and others hitch-hike on your taxes.
The Illinois Central has $705 million invested in
transportation property, pays $36 million annually in
taxes, and spends $84 million a year keeping itself in
smooth running order. We believe our competition
ought to pay its own way in equal measure, and stop
riding on your tax money.

DATE OF BIRTH
MOTHER'S NAME
FATHER'S NAME'
OCCUPATION

3.50
3.50
3.50

PRESENT ADDRESS

•

We tell you these things because the pocketbook of
every man and woman, and every business is directly
concerned-because you are the direct beneficiaries
of the competition that is the cornerstone of American
strength and prosperity.

WHERE EMPLOYED
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

Harmony Ladd, Howard
Porter, J. M.
Fredonia City Polls
Beaver, Frank
Jones, Carter
Jones, Wade
Quertermous, J. B .
Fredonia County Polls
Fralick, Oscar
Kennedy, Mutt
Riley, Jess
Stone, Howard

Child Will Attend

( )County SchooLs

WAYNE

Moho Lis* of Mid-Astoria

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

R. Y. HOOKS, Attendance Officer

III MI NI NI 111

$ 3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3 50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

•=1•MIMMM••• MIIMI•111,

FAMOUS

Mountain Mist

•

QUILT BATTS
• Full quilt sise 81196 inches
• Uniform in thickness
• Does not stretch thin
• Needie-easy "GLAZENE"
flUng

3.50
3.50

J
DEEP UPHOLSTERY
RESILIENT COILS
CRUSHPROOF
**
BORDERS

ES'

'UPS
1.00
ch
Our
ext
kl
Savings
re For

•

Here's a famous SIM
MONS innerspring mattress
that has won many, many
friends because of its wonderful, slumberfull comfort
-and Its moderate pries.

•
•

To be sure of quality,
when you can't spend Leo
much and don't dare speed
too little, Deepoleep is the
recommended choice.

5 YARDS

2 POUND

Seamless

LtGHT WEIGHT

BYLO

QUILT UNING

36" Brown
SHEETING

COTTON BAITS

!so suitable for light
weight sheets.

75' 98'
•

36"

BLUE DENIM

PLAID

BOXER SHORTS

SOLID AND

Elastic Waist

Pure Cotton
Single Blanket

STRIPED

Sizes 2 to 12

CHAMBRAY

Real $1.25 Value

25 99'

You can rest assured that
you have made a wise dechdon when you chomp
Deeps(rep.
Made only by SIMMONS

111

81" x 90"

929

Deepsleep Mattress

IN III

•IN NI NE NI III 111 IN IN

IN 1111

VALUES PLUS
assimmor

•

at M. :
f
C7

A. JOHNSTON
President

Those who will attend City Schools will mail
coupons to Ruel W. Cairnes, Princeton. Those
who attend County Schools will send coupon to
Clifton Clift, Princeton.

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

Princeton County Polls (ca.)
Calvert, Luther
Garrett, Herbert

( )City

(Check Which)

3.50
3.50

Princeton, City Polls (Col.)
Alexander, Ar;.•11
A Brown, C. W.
Cluke, Manor
Crow, James
Dunning, Jack
4 Eison, Q. B
4 George, Mose
Givens. Aaron
I Harmon, Ellis
Harris, Arch
4 Hickman, Ed
4 Leach, John
4 Maxie, Ed
• O'Hara. John
; Persley, Willie
Powell, Ben
1 Simms, John W
4 Simms. Sylvester

4
4

Who enjoys your

For
TVA POWER LINE CONSTRUCTION

$ 4.88
2.36
9.17
8.25

Princeton, County Polls
Blake, Tcan
Haile, J. B.
Lamb, Ray
McCoy, James
McCoy, Leslie
Martin, J. G
Martin, Elmer
Marrick, W L.
Nichols, Buddy
Smith, R. L.
Thomas, Carl
Thomas, Kirby
Tyler, Virgil

Bucksnort
$ 6.19 Dillingham, Walter
9.00 Fox, Lorel
24.75 Galloway, Thos. J.
19.25 Menser, R. N.
5.75 Rucker, L. F.

uable hints for the spring gardener, they set up these goals:
I. Have well developed lawns.
2. Have uncluttered appearance
around farmstead.
3. Select shrubs that have both
summer and winter beauty.
4. Screen undesirable views.
5. Stress beauty of native
shrubs and trees.
6. Continue to improve mail
boxes.

WORKERS WANTED

Donaldson No. 2
Carraway, Drummond
Felker, Alton
$45.13 Felker, Charles

ia City
, E. J., 1 lot
' County
, Bob, I lot
., C. D., 15 acres
rs. Oscar, 110 acres
, Aubrey, 132 acres
n.H. G, 38 acres

aldwoll Hontsimakers
et Landscaping Goals

GOLD SEAL
QUALITY

LANGTRY
LL
36" BROWN

SHEETING
5 Yards

$149 925•
AmmommorLoommor111

•
• a

MORGAN'S
FURNITURE DEALERS FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
NIGHT 3495
PHONE 2035

' •' TWIN OR FULL SIZE

STORE
FAIR
FINKELS;
I
I1
Cents'
Nave More
•
R

Where Your

N al Al 1111

111 ▪ al

, ..

no a•am aa•mea us as
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Ky. Farm News

At The Churches

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6.00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.

Twin Jersey heifers were
bought by Donald R a y Forbes
from the Barlow Farm in Cave
City for 4-M projects in Metcalfe
county.
In Christian and Todd counties,
43 Negro 4-H club members have
58 calves for projects.
Fifty-seven boys enrolled in
the 4-H club tractor school in
Warren county.
Curtis Hancock of Hickman
county increased fescue seed
yield about 220 pounds an acre
with an applicklon of 200 pounds
of ammonium nitrate, then doubled the carrying capacity for pasture after the seed crop.
Lawrence Scott of Boyd county
found Beltsville Cross turkeys to
be so successful in 1991 that he
plans to have a flock of 1,000 this

TVA
way county farmers, the
supply being exhausted.
and
In Garrard county, 342 boys
girls are enrolled in 12 4-H clubs.
Interest in soil testing is on the
increase in Spencer county, 109
samples having been run in Jan-

August 24, 1909. Mr. and Mrs.
Allison Akin, of East Orange, N.
uary.
J., arriVed-3:undat afternoon for
a visit to their parents. This is
The first broadcast of a polititheir first visit home since their
cal convention was the Republimarriage last year and their
can meeting in Cleveland in
many friends are delighted to see
June, 1924.
them.
July 27, 1900. At ten o'clock
• • •
this morning the Kentucky DiAugust 27, 1909. Mrs. J. B. Cash
vision of the Farmers' Education
CENTRAL PrtESBYTERIAN
Amer- and Mrs. W. C. Brelsford and
of
Union
Co-operative
and
DuRev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
ica met in their second annual little son, William,‘visited at
SUNDAY
Courthouse in this laney this week.
the
at
session
• • •
9:45 a.m Sunday School
city. Attorney R. W. Lisanby wel10:55 a. m., Morning Service
September 10, 1909. Mrs. Alvin
the delegates.
comed
6:00 p. m. Youth Meeting
Richey and little daughter have
• • •
7:00 p. m. Worship Service
July 27, 1909. Leonard Greer returned from a trip to Nashville
WEDNESDAY
is now running extra as express- and Chattanooga, Tennessee.
7.00 pm. Mid-Week Service
man between Princeton and Hop• • •
September 10, 1909. Walter
kinsville.
OGPEN METHODIST
year.
• • •
Towery, cashier of the I. C. R. R.
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"He finall) found a way to keep his head down!"
BAPTIST
.„141/0/0ay School 9:45 a. m.
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Morning worship 11 a. m.
Regular services every fourth
Training Union 6 p. m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m. ev- DIAL 241063
evening worship 7 p. m.
HOPEINEVILLE
ery Sunday.
Wednesday service 7 p m.
July 19, 1909. Mrs. R. D. Garrett and daughter, Katharine, returned Sunday from St. Louis.
They report their automobile trip
to St. Louis with Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Williams very pleasant.
• • •
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i'ynthia Lowry)
e as many different
sower gardens as there
who grow them. Some
ow flowers to produce
f colorful sights. Other
hobbyists and bend all
erts toward specimen
sme people garden endpoint with flowers and
subtle picture with
ades. To others it's the
shape of their garden
ts.
best gardens—regardat particular thing the
has in mind—are the
start with a plan.
were all bored with
nt preaching about a
no matter how you ape problem, in the end
out tp a t preliminary
pencil and paper is
ffieient and satisfactory
of the flower garden
ntirely on the people
have to do the work.
se of the new home-

owner, it's much simpler to start
off with a very modest garden
and lots of limn. It is easier to
turn lawn into garden than vice
versa, if you decide later you
can bite off a bit more.
HANDY RULE
Another safe rule for anyone to
follow during this house-bound
time of the year Ls to make a
garden plan containing everything you'd like to put in. Then
tear up the plagi and make a new
one approximately one-fourth as
ambitious. This second attempt
will probahly be better suited to
your time and strength.
Most gardens are planned in
consideration of color, and height
and season of bloom. It's all very
well to appreciate t h e brilliant
drifts of spring daffodils, but if
that's all you've got, the summer
and fall is going to be pretty dull
around your premises.
Gardens are built in terms of
annuals, whose life span is a single growing season; perennials
which are planted from seed one
yeas- and bloom the next. Most of
us make the sturdy backbone of
our garden the dependable perennials (and some gardeners who
want as little work as possible
grow them alone). Then we fill
in the gaps and the 'betweenbloom periods with the annuals
and biennials.

Health Consultant
Urges Farmers To
Rid Farms Of Rats

WHAT'S THIS?: Four-month-old Roddy Crow registers a look of
amazement as he inspects a litter of four kittens born in a bureau
drawer to Frosting, a cat owned by his grandmother, Mrs. Ted
Misner, in Long Beach, Calif. Frosting appears startled, too. (AP
Wirephoto)

By Dr. W. L Cash
(County Health Officer)
With busy spring and summer
months Just ahead, farmers are
urged to take steps now to rid
their farms of rats.
According to Arthur Marks,
rodent control specialist assigned
by the United States Poblic
Health Service to the Kentucky
State Department of Health,
rats
cost Kentucky farmers thousands
of dollars each year by
consuming and contaminating quantities
of grain. The U. S. Department
of
Agriculture estimates a single rat
destroys about $40 worth of food
each yeaf.
Marks advises farmers to clean
up their premises, to block
all
entrances into or under houses,
barns and sheds, and to use poison. "Clean premises are the
most
important factor in the battle
against rats," he explained. "It
is
necessary to keep all garbage in
tightly closed cans, to eliminate
trash heaps a n d on-the-ground
woodpiles."
.
Marks recommends warfarin
for poisoning pests. However;,
he
points out, it must be used continuously for at least seven days
to insure good results.
The specialist also urges
farmers to ratproof their corncribs
and
hog houses. They should be
well
off the ground and the corncrib
should have a tin floor or one
that is well-sealed. Corncribs
should be sided with tin to a
height of about three feet.
Further information on rat control is available from the local
health department sanitarian.

State Parks Division
Hires Expert Fisherman

EXPERT FISHERMAN: Fred Gordon, of Frankfort, employed by
the State Division of Parks as an expert on fishing, is shown at
Kentucky Lake State Park with a mouth-watering catch of bass.
The two on the left each weigh six pounds.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
Possibilities are endless. Some
of the popular and useful perennials are bleeding heart, forgetme-not, hardy primrose, columbine, coralbell, lily-of-the-val(By Miss Nola Wilson)
ley, peonies, daylilies, Oriental
Seems as if the gardens will
Popies, ph 1 o x. Jacob's-ladder,
be late after the cold weather.
campanula, foxglove, lupine, and
By (David Taylor lVfarke)
The flu epidemic seems to be
chrysanthemums.
What do you, as a parent, want
over.
Annuals, which , generally are Johnny
to get out of his educaMr. and Mrs. Ross Farris are
showier than perennials, come in
tion?
the parents of an 8 pound, 11
every size, color and suited to
Are you the kind of parent who
ounce daughter born 'March 4, at
every Purpose. Probably the four hustles Johnny off
Jennie Stuart Memorial Hospital.
to school and
most popular garden flowers in
then breathes a sigh of relief that
Several from here attended the
America are zinnias, marigolds,
he is out of your hair for a few
sale of Bryant Aldridge at Bainpetunias and portulaca. Zinnias—
bridge Tuesday.
hears? Or are you the kind of
easy to grow and rugged—come in
parent who is • concerned about the 3 R's I expect my boys to gain
Mrs. Desmond Hensley has rea range of colors which almost
what Johnny is learning and how many important concomitant turned home from Jennie Stuart
uses the whole spectrum, and
he is learning and who he is 'earnings, such as experiences iii Hospital and her condition is rerange in size from dwarfs to great
learning with and by whom he is understanding to give and take ported good.
enormous blooms. So do mariRecent visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
being taught? These are important of group living and the responsigolds.
questions to ask yourself, in the bilities of citizenship in our dem- Lucien Rogers have been JohnTo obtain an early display,
opinion of one parent, Mrs. Morti- ocratic society. These understand- nie Rogers and family, Waylon
seeds of most annuals (there are
mer Rothchild, who participated ings are not developed by read- Rogers and family, Aaron Rogers
some which hate 'toeing moved
recently in the annual Barnard ing about past leaders nor by and wife, and C. B. Rogers and
and are best planted where they
College Forum at the Waldorf heating of the glories of one's family.
are to flower) should be started
A meeting of W. M. S. was
Astoria, in New York City.
patterns of behavior in group acindoors during March in the ternMrs. Rothchild, who has two tivities of the classroom. These held Monday to pray for missions.
porate zones—earlier in warmer
.boys, and lives in Scarsdale, New patterns should ultimately call Those present were Mesdames E:
climes.
York, is a former school teacher. forth their own sense of respon- nest Lacy, Press Lilly, Denzil FulSTUDY INSTRUCTIONS
She is a trustee end vice-presi- sibility and need for group co- ler, Hugh McGowan, Lucien RogIn planning for the garden, dent of the school board
in her operation. I. hope my sons' atti- ers, Tom Brown, Leslie Ladd,
study the planting instructions on district. Says she:
tudes will be influenced by their Gertie Cortner, Miss Nola Wilson
the seed packets to make sure
"It is impossible to spell out active participation in a class or- and Gary Fuller and Ronald
you haven't spotted a sun-loving what one wants in education
for ganized along sound, democratic Ladd.
plant in semi-sthade. Be particu- one's offspring without
Wallace Oden and family, Denclearly principles. Such experiences in
larly careful to note the height defining one's own beliefs
and in- school living should affect their zil Fuller and family. Leslie Ladd
to which ths plants grow. It's dis- nermost'hopes.... If you
believe, actions outside the school and and family recently visited Mr.
tressing to make a mistake which as I do, that the past experiences in adult life."
and Mrs. Aaron Rogers.
'
will put a great tall row in front and culture of man are a
Mrs. Myrtle Mitchell and Mary
But group living is not enough,
common
of a row of ground-bugging heritage and bond, that
a know- she points out. 'Through the use Brown visited Mr. Willie Teear
plants.
ledge of the past is needed for of all the techniques and tools Monday.
Biennials—hollyhocks, pansies, an interpretation of
Miss Maureen .Rogers, of
the present, available, I want their individual
canterbtrry bells and Iceland pop- that education should employ
Princeton, was at home here last
the abilities and talents developed to
ies, for a few--should be planted techniques of modern science
week.
and the utmost. . . I trust they will
outdoors in summer and trans- that it is the promise of
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Hensley
a better become fine spiritual and moral
planted in late September or Oc- world, then you'll not
recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
denounce men. I am convinced that the day
tober into the spot where they modern education or
the princi- to day contact with fine people Farris.
Mrs. Agnes Knight was a recent
ples on which it is based.
in their schools, their teachers
"If you have faith in the ulti- (and other personnel) will furth- visitor of relatives on the Dawmate triumph of world coopera- er their spiritual growth. For son Road.
Mr. Herbal Rogers and family
tion or a world at peace, then though I believe the religious
you'd expect and urge the schools training and moral development were recent visitors of Mrs. Gerto shape your children's attitudes of my children is the responsibil- tie Cortner and family.
Mr. Wallace Oden and family
in that direction. Because of your ity of then father and myself,
trust in our form of society, you'd fortified by their more formal recently visited Mr. Leslie Ladd
insist on your children living religious training, I do know that an'.
Mr. Claud Lindsey has been a
democratically at school. Because teachers . . can give much to
recent guest of Clint Ladd and
you cherish freedom, you'd in- my sons.
sist on your children's teachers
"The educational aims and family.
Mr. Harold P'Pool seems to be
being free to teach within the goals I have in mead for my chilframework of a democratically dren can be accomplished in a our champion tobacco grower
conceived administration a n d school system of not too large
school system."
numbers, with a community reTurning to what she wanted sponsive to and understanding of
the schools to do for her children, the aims and techniques of the
she said, "I expect my boys to school, and with a school board
gain a thorough knowledge of the whose policies give freedom to
basic skills acquired by methods carefully chosen educators"
based on a modern psychological
approach.
The written language of Easter
. While mastering
Island has not been interpreted,
are to bloom the next year.
but has been compared to the hiThere are books of garden
eroglyphics of ancient Egypt and
flowers in color, and seed catato ancient languages in India.
logues frequently show the
blooms, too. Both are good sourLower California is approxices of information to help the gar- mately 810 miles long.
dener decide what be wants and
where.
The late winter and early spring
months, when there's not much to
be done outside, are good times
to get in required reading—boning up on the growing habits,
problems and tastes of each
Plant.
Next time you gather egge

Parent Speaks Her
Mind On The Needs
Of U. S. Schools

again. He raised 5,862 pounds of
dark fired tobacco on 2.4 acres of
ground. Also he raised 2,600
pounds of hurley on one acrt of
ground, which is less burley than
he usually makes on an acre,
Mr. Claud Rogers made an extra good weight and also received
a fine price for his tobacco raised
on the Fred Burress farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Burton
are moving to Scottsburg to their
newly built home here, having
sold their farm there.
I noticed the bill introduced in
the House of Representatives to
make it illegal to wring off chicken's necks. I think it is anyone's
own business how they kill their
own chickens. Also that would be
taking too much authority from
us and if Representatives don't
have anything else to do they
should not be drawing taxpayers'
money. There are other laws that
could be passed that woula be
helpful. One should be to protect storekeepers from having
their groceries bought and can't
be collected for.

A man known as one of the
leading exponents of the art of
"jig-fishing" has joined the staff
of the Kentucky Division of
Parks to help anglers who visit
park boat docks.
He Is Fred Gordon, of Frankfort. For the ,time being he has
been stationed sit the boat dock at •
Kentucky Lake State Park, where
the new Kenlake Hotel will be
opened March 15. When the boat
dock to be operated by the Di-vision of Parks at Lake Cumberland State Park (on the reservoir
created by the building of Wolf
Creek Dam) is opened in April,
Gordon will be placed in charge
of it.
Gordon has become famous for
his amazing catches of bass at
Herrington, Dale Hollow_apd other lakes, especially through 'the
"jig" technique. This consists of
fishing with A short pole and
night crawlers or similar bait,
"jigged" up and down at a spot
close to the bank where the fish
can be expected to he resting. It
is considered a successful style
for winter and early spring fishing.
Gordorewas the first fisherman
to try "jig-fishing" on Kentucky,
Lake, and on his first day out he
caught the limit of 10 bass, with
a total weight of 30 pounds. Two
of them weighed in at six pounds
each. He used a treble hook,
baited with night crawlers, and
fished only two feet under the
surface. But Gordon said he
could have caught the same fish
by casting, as the conditions were
favorable.

After the wars of liberation
from Spain, Columbia, Venezuela
and Ecuador formed one nation,
The Bebouins of Yemen a r
not desert nomads but mountain
farmers.

Although Portuguese law requires the people to wear shoes,
many sometimes go barefoot in
that country.
Although U. S. population grew
60 million between 1910 and today, the farm population dropped
from 32 to 24 million.

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

For

Ferguson Tractors
laspkinsviiie Rd.
Phone 5224
Princeton, Hy.

For Sound Insurance Consult the C. A. Woodall Insurance
Agency Established In The Year 19•7, And Is These Tested.
For Over Forty Years Have Stayed And Paid. We Represent
Nothing But Old Reliable Companies.
Be Safe And Peel Safe By his:ming With The C. A.
Woodall Insurance Agency, Operating In Lyon, Caldwell,
Crittenden And Livingston Counties.

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
PHONIC 2441

PRINCETON, ICY.

Installed 61,428 New Telephones
foes gain of 22,206-5,040 of rheas Is
Rural Areas

g

check the laying
•

STOMACH
SUFFERERS
Discover Power
• 'Today ...sad
Tessa Greet
der Features, Me!
V-8 Horsepower, Seen
wou-premium fuel. The
'tr of Power Brake.,
brieer-Controlled AutoFluid Tranunon
• The Rough-Road
Oriflow Rid....
protection of Fully
lemma Ignition.

You'll never know what she means till you try Chrysier'a
Full-Time Power Steering yourself! L'ees other ears with socalled power steering dinef offer as muck new safety mod ease
as she pets/
On every turn, hydraulic power does 4/5 of her work, her
hand does only 1/6! On every turn, she turns her wheel 1/$
less distance than other cars! At every instant, turning or not,
her hands have 5 trines her Ioniser power to hold and control
her car's front wheels!
She eases into parking places you wouldn't even try. She
slips through traffic with the precision of a watch. She breezes
over bad roads with never a feel of wheel tight, car under
control as never before!
She can start in the morning and drive into the night with
never a hint of shoulder strain ... with the same wonderful
"wheel feel" and safety in every mile!
Come try this amazing new steering yourself. We promise
you sew felt anything like ill
wore r.

Ski/

imp aseelord es Crews teentriel, evadable, mire,ea ANT we Clinenr.)

house carefally.

Is there

New, Amazing
Relief

Installed large amounts of
new pole lines, cable, switchboards
anJ other facilities.

The Harvey Stomach Treatment is a doctor's formula and
Is guaranteed to relieve ulcer
pains, gall bladder pains and
nervous colitis. Get rid of that
acid, gassy, belchy and lack
of pep feeling.

GOOD AND GROWING telephone service is
essential to National Defense and to the growth and
progress of this state. The needs are huge. The job is
great and costly. But progress has been fast and sure.
Some materials are scarce, but we'll rt along with
the job in 1952 with the same determination that has
doubled the number of telephones in K years. -Southern Bell Telephone and Teleeraph Company.

There Is No Need To
Suffer!
START THIS
TREATMENT
TODAY
Sold Only At'

C. HUNT81 011813N, Kearaicky Manager

HODGE MOTOR SALES AND IMPL.COMPANY

. Main

Phone 2093

WOOD'S

DRUG STORE
Princeton, Ky.

BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE 4)LOWEST

POSSIBLE 1101#

THE inuNcEroN
•ween••■•$•••••••••••11
•

•

HOPKINSVILLE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

"

WORK WANTED: Young lady
typist with knowledge of shorthand desires work. Phone 4080.
37-hp

Classified Ads

WALLPAPER SALE: Buy now
WANTED TO BUY: Dogwood
and save—Jolner's---Your Red
Timber of 20, 40, 00 inch JOWLS: Sugar aired, 1 lb. 15c.
Spot Paint headquarters. Join37-1t
Quinn's Grocery.
lengths. Diameter 5 inches and
er Hardware Co., Prieceton,
Must have 21A inches of
up.
29-tic
Ky.
white wood between a defec- HARDY AZALEAS, plant now
for blooms this wring. A. H.
tive heart and the bark. 18
37-2tc
FOR SALE AT MIST PRICES: inches clear between knots pnd
Templeton, Florist.
State tested and tagged fescue
other defects. Payment is cash
and ladino clover aced. At farm
on delivery. $55 per 160 Cu. ft.
or call 3119, Collins-Shrewsrick. See or call Tandy's Gro- Card Of Thanks
34-tfc
We wish to express our gratibury.
cery and Cream Station, Princeton, Ky. Draper Corporation, tude and appreciation to all our
21-tic friends and neighbors for the
HELM'S PULIpRUM CLEAN
kindness and sympathy shown to
CHICKS: Certified Legharns.
Nationally Famous, Leading DRESSING: Krafts Sea Island, 8 us in the passing of our loved
Breeds, Egg Contest Winners. oz. jar 10c. Quinn's Grocery. one, Charlie Watson.
Mrs. Charlie Watson
37-1tc
Started, Sexed Chicks, Crosses.
and the H. Jeff Watson family
Free Brooding Bulletins,
37-ltp
HELM'S CHICKS, Across From FOR SALE: Porter paints for the
29-14tp
inside or outside of your house
• Hitchyard.
or barn or other outbuildings.
•
FOR SALE: One used General
See Hodge Motor Sales & Impl.
OM
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
Electric Refrigerator. Medium
•im
45-tic Mr. R. L.. Hall
size. 18 months old, in good
Funeral services for R. L. Hall,
condition. Call 3166 at 6 p. m
PIANOS: New and used, an- 87, Cadiz, father of Hulett and
tiques. Used furniture. STIN- Stanley Hall, of Caldwell county,
SON PIANO CO., 113 N. 7th & were conducted at 1:30 p. m. Sat210 W. 7th Street, Hopcinsville. urday, March 8, at Blue Spring
MARVIN STINSON, OWNER. Church by the Rev. E. R. Noel
23-tic and the Rev. Wade Cunningham.

•
:OPENING - MARCH 20
•Free Admission —
N
•
MARCH 20, 21
-- SEE

-

"HER FIRST ROMANCE"
With Margaret O'Brien
and Allan Martin, Jr.

iiiILILMILIP is MULE III

i

Auction Sale
ch 19
Wed., MarP.M.
4

Starting 2

SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
Next To New Hospital

Princeton, Kentucky

RESTRICTED RESIDENTIAL SECTION
Nice building lot 150 x 150 feet, city water,
electricity and sewer, foundation and basement 30 x 45 ft. and sub-floor built according
to F. H. A. requirements.
This lot can be made two lots 75 x 150 ft.
or one lot 90 x 150 ft. and one 60 x 150 ft.
lot on ideal building location in good neighborhood. Come look, bid and buy.

PURE LARD: 50 lb. $5.89. Quinn's
37-Itc
Grocery,
FOR SALE: About 23 church pew
seats at Pleasant Hill Baptist
Church, being reblaeed in 30 to
60 days. Will accept sealed bids.
Right reserved to reject any or
all bids. See Herman Groves.
36-2tp
KIDDIE CONTEST: For all Caldwell County children 5 years
old and under to he held April
10, 7:30 p. m., at Butler High
Auditorium. Prizes will be
awarded. Sponsored by Bet a
38-3te
Sigma Phi Sorority.

Robert W. Mercer
Robert W. Meicer, 60, died at
his home here Sunday at 12 p. m.
Mr. Mercer, formerly of Paducah, was a retired railroad employee.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Hester E. Mercer, and one sister,
Mrs. Allie Travis, of Salem.
Funeral services were conducted Tuesday at 3 p. rn. at the Roth
Funeral Chapel, Paducah, by the
Rev. Roy D. Williams.
•
Burial was in Oak Grove Cemetery.

Mrs. Anna McWorthy

Funeral services for Mrs. Anna
BACON: choice sliced, 1 lb. 35c.
37- 1 tc Cordelia McWorthy, 77, who died
Quinn's Grocery.

KELSIE 0. TUDOR,
Auctioneer and
selling agent

EASY 70 APPLY,„
EASY ON 77•/EEYE/

You Reap What
You Sow!

PATTERSON-SARGENT
The
and
and
and

best seed is the cheapest seed. Always sow good seed
you will reap a bigger harvest of good, clean, pure seeds,
have crops that are free from weeds. Sow good seeds
you will reap good crops.

Cayce-Yost has seeds that are tested for purity and germination. The tag is on the bag, read it and see what you are
getting. Now is the time to begin sowing better seeds.

Ladino Clover

Kenland Clover
Registered and Certified

THE WONDER ONE-.COAT
WALL PAINT MADE WITH OIL

Oklahoma Alfalfa
Oklahoma Apprm ed

Certified and Uncertified

Buffalo Alfalfa
Certified

PROVED WASHABLE!
PROVED DURABLE!

Ky. 31 Fescue
Serecia Lespedeza
Kobe Lespedeza

Sweet Clover

Buy and try this greatest of all flat wall
pits today! Made with oil, Flatlux
goes on smoothly, easily.... dries fast
to a beautiful washable finish. Covers
wallpaper in one coat.

Red Clover

Columbia Oats

Red Top

Ky. Blue Grass

Ky. 31 Fescue

Certified and Uncertified

ONLY

Pasture Mixture

Korean Lespedeza

Orchard Grass

Brame Grass

Timothy

Soy Beans

Special Machinery For Processing And Recleaning
All Kinds Of Field Seed
MallanalititilliMMW

PER GALLON

NOW... MORE THAN EVER... USE A PROVED PAINT!

coIle

b IteplibarMle In

Phone 2585
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Public Health Field
Nurse Visits Princeton
Miss Ruth Spurrier, of Louisville,'Met here Monday with Miss
Virginia Belt, Caldwell county
health nurse, and Miss Verbal
Whittington, Lyon county health
nurse, to plan a program for the
State Public Health Association
meeting set for Apr i 1 8-10 at
Louisville.
Miss Spurrier is a field advisory nurse from the State Department of Health.

FLOUR, Nunn-Better, 25 lb. bag pl
POTATOES, Seed Cobblers, 100 lbs.

$1,

50 lbs. 4-12-4 FERTILIZER for gardens
FACE SOAP, 10 bars, lastic bag

$2.
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COFFEE, Break-O-Morn, lb.
CHOC. DROPS, 1 lb. bag

As

CIGARETTES, all o ular brands, ctn.

.

$1.

a two-way radio s

OLEO, 2 lbs. for

-WOW MEETING

radio system

3

BUDGET BACON, lb.
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BASKETS, Hand-Made Assorted Sizes

A picture of the 1951

CALL US

World Series will be

WE DELIVER
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Stapprebending law
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March 18, in the WOW
hall. All Woodmen and
their families are in-

!6:70S WASHINGTON St.oZik 34225

vited.

TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1
10 1 2 oz. con
. 2 lb. pkg. 49c
1 lb. pkg. 25c
Lotus
PINEAPPLE,
SLICED
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
No. 2 can
3 for 50c
22 oz. can
PINEAPPLE, Silver River
CRUSHED
COUNTRY ESTATE FACIAL SOAP
2
•
can
2
No.
49c
10 bars to plastic bag
College
COCKTAIL,
JUICE
TOMATO
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
2
Inn, 46 oz. can
25c
28 oz. jar
TOMATO JUICE COCKTAIL, College MILK, Sunshine
131
tall can
10c
Inn 131/2 oz. can
POTTED MEAT, Derby Brand
VIENNA SAUSAGE, Roger Brand.
17c `No. 1/4 can
2 can
1
No. /
IMPORTED SARDINES, Modesto,fancy CHUM SALMON, Tennis Brand
3
16 oz. can
French Moroccan in olive oil
coffee
3 for 55c COFFEE, Loving Cup, the
No. 1 4 can 19c
7
the wonderful flavor, lb.
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Donald Duck
mustard
5 for $1.00 SARDINES, oil or
46 oz. can
No. I t size con
GREEN BEANS, Arkco, cut
121
2c FLOUR, Pure & White, plain
/
19 oz. can
$1
CORN,Rosedale, ex. stand. White, Cr.
25 lb. bag
Style, Co. Gent. No. 2 can 121/2c TOMATO CATSUP, Scott County
1
LARD, pure hog, Jones, 50 lb. can
12 oz. bottle
loose
2
lbs.
$5.89
29c SPRY or CRISCO
TUNA FISH, Eatwell, light meat
3 lb. can
6 oz. can
21c
Half Hill
MACKEREL,
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
can
oz.
16
4 lb. colored sticks, lb. . . 21c
1
'/
Golden
SARDINES, oval, in mustard or tomato SALAD DRESSING, Table
3
32 oz. jar
sauce, can
15c
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole
CHEESE SPREAD, Clearfield
2
16 oz. can
2 lb. loaf
85c
picked
BROOMS, Silver Knight, five sewed
NAVY BEANS, choice hand
9
each
10 pounds
89c

MEAT SPECIALS
PORK CHOPS,center cuts
lb.
PICNIC HAMS, ready to eat
lb.

PORK ROAST, loin or rib end
lb.
SLICED BACON
1 lb. layers, lb. .
37c

51c

3

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
APPLES, Winesap, U. S. No. 1
3 lbs. 29(
FRESH OYSTERS IN ALL RED FRONT STORES
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Sunday Morning
'Services Set
Methodist Church

Red Front Stores

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME
Tologiliono

NSW*/

woolIN0

We want to thank our many friendslor
their past business with us in the finished
lumber. But due to failing health we ore
closing out the lumber yard and have sold
to Mr. Ted E. Gray, who will continue in the
business, if it's building material you need.
See Mr. Gray before you buy and spend
your dollars where they have more cents.
J. 0. Beshear and Son

FOOD MARKETS

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
W. Market

• , March 13

THANKS

Funeral services for Charlie
Joshua Vinson, 77, who died
March 9, were conducted at 2 p.
m. Monday, March 10, at Walnut
Grove Church by the Rev. Leon
Oliver. Burial was in Rowland
cemetery.
Mr. yinson is survived by his
wife, 'Mary Vinson; three sons,
Regel and Cecil Vinson, Caldwell
county, and Alpha Vinson, Michigan; and two daughters, Mrs.
Narlie McNeely and Mrs. Victor
Hillyard, both of Caldwell county.
He is also survived by a stepson, John Brown, 16 grandchildren and 12 great grandchildren.
Funeral services were under the
direction of the Morgan Funeral
Home.

C. W. Reomes

25 per cent down day of sale,
balance on delivery of deed.

JOE Mci-IARG,
Owner

Charlie J. Vinson

SEED COBBLERS: select, bag
Council W. Reames. 65, died at
$4.49. Quinn's Grocery. 37-Itc his home at Paducah, Monday at
2:10 a. m. Mr. Reames was a
FOR SALE: Fine building lots.
member of the East Baptist
Buy yours now; have your garChurch, and was a former night
den there this spring. Princeton
watchman at the Paducah Lumis growing. ft's a good place to
ber Co. He was born in Jackson.
live. Richard Ratliff — Phone
Tenn., but had been a resident of
3350. John Ed Young -- Phone
Paducah for 36 years.
059Z
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
COFFEE: Chase & Sanborn, 1 lb. Willie Reames; two daughters,
tin 85c. Quinn's Grocery. 37-Ite Mrs. Earl Dotson, of Paducah, and
Mrs. Connie Davis, of Princeton;
SALE—OVER STOCKED: Plows, two sisters, Mrs. George Durham
2 bottom 12 & 14 inch, slat and Mrs. Dell Sloan, both of
moldboards. $75 trade-in allow- Jackson, Tenn.; twelve grandchilance for your old plow if usa- dren, and six great-grandchildren.
ble—will allow more if worth
Bearers were Wallace Harper,
more. Robinson Implement & Thomas Atwood, Corbit Collie,
36-2te
Motor Co.
Corlis Burton. Bryant Largent
FOR SALE: Five-year-old saddle and D. B. Worsham.
Funeral services were conductmare. Will sell or trade for
Baptist
calves. Mrs. H. G. Smithers, ed at 3 p. m. at the East
Star Route 6. Ph. 2793. 37.1tp Church by the Rev. Sam Sloan.
Burial was in Oak Grove CemeFOR SALE: Goose eggs for hatch- tery.
ing. Guaranteed fertile. John
37-2te
Mahan. Phone 216f.

TERMS:

$3.65

March 5 at Evansville, Ind., were
conducted at 10 a. as. Friday,
March 7, at Morgan's Funeral
home by the Rev. Rodolph Lane.
Burial was in Rowland cemetery.
Mrs. McWorthy, whose husband, Bells MeWorthy, died last
November 11, is survived by three
sons, Loyd and Floyd iteWorthy,
of Sturgis, and Carlos McWorthy,
of Gary, hid.; and three daughters, Mrs. Lela Thomas, Evansville, Ind.; Mrs. Mary Mills, Sturgis, Ky., and Mrs. Vivian Lane,
Princeton

Deaths & Funerals

.
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PRINCETON. KENTUCKY
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